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SAFE USE OF GLYPHOSATE HERBICIDE

Chemical weeding using Glyphosate 

can be very cost-effective and save 

labour but only where the spraying 

operation is planned carefully and 

carried out by well trained (and 

supervised) personnel.



For these reasons the herbicide weed control operation can be very cost effective but only where the spraying operation is planned 
carefully and carried out by well trained (and supervised) personnel. Thorough weeding before and in the early establishment 
phase of tree plantations, is the surest way to achieve every commercial growers’ objective – namely - fast growing, high yielding  
plantations.

How Safe is Glyphosate to the Environment?

Glyphosate is quickly and completely biodegradable when it comes into contact with soil microorganisms. Because it completely 
biodegrades it does not build up over time - no matter how many times you spray onto a specific area.  As with all chemicals, 
they should only be used as instructed on their labels.

How Does Glyphosate Work?

Glyphosate is a systemic herbicide, which means that it is absorbed through the leaves of a plant and moves down into the 
plants’ roots. Here it stops the plant from making the amino acids required for the growth of the plant causing it to die.  This 
does take some time, however, so don’t expect to see dead weeds the next day!  Yellowing will normally be seen within a week 
or two. Glyphosate will kill all green plants and thus it is also classed as a non-selective herbicide.
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Herbicides provide us with a means to control weeds –

 Quickly: It is much quicker to spray a hectare than to manually hoe it.
 For a longer period:With using a herbicide the weeds are suppressed for a longer period. The dead material also 
 suppresses seed germination.  A manual operation opens up the area for seeds to grow and often a hoed weed just 
 re-roots and carries on growing.
 Making weeding easier in the future:The herbicide when used correctly kills the hardier species of weeds and 
 subsequent weeds are normally softer annuals and grasses that are easier to control.
 With less labour:With a small trained spraying team,a larger area can be controlled. This allows for the labour to be 
 used more efficiently and releases them for other forestry operations.

Why Use  Herbicide?

The most commonly used herbicide in forestry operations 
worldwide is Glyphosate. Glyphosate is the active ingredient 
(a.i.); the herbicide, however, is sold under many different 
trade names – e.g. Roundup, Mamba, Pin Up, Glyphogan, 
Kalach.

Glyphosate costs Ushs 8-10,000 per litre - depending on 
one’s negotiating powers (often related to the quantities being 
purchased). You must however check that the Glyphosate you 
buy contains the minimum of 360 g/l of the active ingredient, 
(Glyphosate or Phosphonic acid as isopropylamine salt).

GLYPHOSATE

How Safe is Glyphosate to People?
All chemicals are graded according to a lethal dosage (LD) scale. This scale is determined by experimenting to see how much of 
the chemical is required to kill half (50%) of the experimental population. The scale is referred to as the LD50 scale.  The oral 
LD50 of Glyphosate is 5000mg per kilogram of body weight. This means for every kg a person weighs they would need to drink 
5 litres of chemical to have a 50% chance of dying. The classification is therefore “practically non toxic”.

Pre-plant spraying with Glyphosate has given this 
E-grandis crop an excellent start (at James Finlay’s Muzizi 
tea estate, Western Uganda.)



           

Remember - 
Glyphosate is a non-selective herbicide:
 thus it will kill trees as well as weeds!
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For this reason we should treat Glyphosate with care 
and follow the following rules:
 Always wear rubber gloves when handling the 
 undiluted chemical.
 Always wear the correct protective clothing when  
 applying the mixed herbicide: one-piece, cotton 
 overalls and gumboots are recommended. The 
 overalls’ legs must not be tucked into the 
 gumboots.
 All equipment must be a good working order: this  
 applies to the spraying equipment as well as  
 protective equipment such as clothing.

Important Points to Remember: 
 Because Glyphosate biodegrades when in contact 
 with soil, it will start biodegrading if mixed with 
 dirty water or if sprayed onto dusty leaves. Even 
 in clean water it will biodegrade with time so it 
 is important to use what is mixed the same day
 and not keep the mix overnight. This is why we 
 mix into the knapsack as described later on and 
 also why pre-mixing the spray solution in large 
 drums is not good practice.  

 Because it is a systemic herbicide it needs to stay 
 on the leaves for a while to work. Glyphosate has 
 a rain-fastness of 4 hours, which means if it is 
 washed off before then it may not work properly.  
 This can also happen if the leaves of the plant 
 are covered in dew in the morning. Additives 
 (also called wetting agents) may be added to 
 Glyphosate to improve its rain-fastness – examples 
 are Frigate and Armoblen: Check with your 
 herbicide supplier and the additive’s label for 
 details.
 Because Glyphosate is non-selective it will affect 
 all plants it is sprayed onto, even the ones 
 we  don’t want to kill if it lands there. We must 
 therefore be careful to ensure that it lands only 
 where we want it to. We can do this by making 
 sure the conditions are correct; that no wind is 
 blowing and by keeping the nozzle at the correct 
 height.

    General Safety
Any chemical should only be handled and used according 
to its instructions. We should also treat any chemical as 
dangerous even when using a relatively safe one like 
Glyphosate (NB. these rules also apply to the chemicals 
in your house such as detergents and insecticides). 

 Always follow the instructions of the chemical 
 and equipment used. Don’t spray in unsafe  
 conditions such as when it is windy.
 Avoid inhalation of spray mist and fumes.
 Prevent contamination of food, foodstuffs, 
 drinking water and eating utensils.
 Do not mix, store or apply Glyphosate solutions  
 in galvanized steel or unlined steel (except stainless  
 steel) containers.
 Store away from any feed, seed, fertilizers and 
 other agricultural chemicals.
 Dispose of used containers in the correct manner.

First Aid:  In case of skin or eye contact wash 
immediately with plenty of water and in the case of 
eyes get medical attention if necessary. Glyphosate is 
poisonous if swallowed.

Planning
A crucial part of using herbicides is proper planning 
and timing. This is so that we apply the herbicide 
on the weeds at the right time and at the right dose. 
Because we aren’t going to spray when it is windy 
or if it might rain, we need to be spraying at every 
opportunity we can. This means that most often we 
will have to switch what activities we are doing once 
or even twice in a day. To be able to do this we need 
to have planned for it (refer Annex. C).

To plan properly we need to know -

 The area to be sprayed, the terrain, accessibility 
 and possible water supplies.
 The weed profile: what are the target weeds? 
 Which weed type is dominant? How tall are the 
 weeds? Are they actively growing or seeding?
 From the above you will determine how much 
 Glyphosate is needed per ha and from the 
 calibration you will know how much Glyphosate and 
 water is needed for a days work.
 What resources are available (labour, knapsack 
 sprayers, transport etc).

All of the above points need to be known beforehand 
and must fit in with your other forward planning such 
as clearing, lining out, pitting and planting plans. All 
of these activities are interlinked and changes to one 
affect the others.

Main Weeds
A broad classification of the main weeds in Uganda 
is as follows:
 Annual broadleaves: these are broad leaf (not 
 grasses or sedges) that die off on an annual basis:  
 an example would be common blackjack (Bidens 
 pilosa). 



 Annual grasses: grasses that die off on an annual 
 basis, sweet buffalo grass (Panicum schinzii) is an 
 example.
 Perennial broadleaves: broadleaves that do not die 
 off such as Lantana (Lantana camara) and 
 Bugweed (Solanum mauritianum) are two common 
 examples.
 Perennial grasses: grasses that do not die off 
 annually, Couch grass (Paspalum distichum), 
 Kikuyu (Pennisetum clandestinum), Elephant 
 grass, Setaria and sugar cane are examples. 
 Sedges (e.g. Yellow nutsedge, Cyperus esculentus):  
 sedges are often confused with grasses but they 
 differ biologically and are often tougher to kill. 

The Importance of Timing for Spraying
The spraying operation must be done timously to 
ensure that;
 The negative influence of competition is 
 minimized.
 The young weeds get sprayed over their complete 
 leaf area.
 The weed is young and growing vigorously, 
 therefore more susceptible to the Glyphosate.
 Less herbicide will be required to kill young 
 weeds. 
 The weed has not yet had a chance to form and 
 drop seeds.
 The nozzle does not have to be raised thereby 
 increasing the chance of spray  drift.

Recommended Glyphosate Rates 
The application rates for Glyphosate depend to a 
great extent on a). the target weed species and b). the 
size (age) of the target weed(s).

Below is a basic guide for rates of Glyphosate in 
litres of herbicide per sprayed hectare. Remember 
that these recommendations can and will change as 
circumstances change. 

By maintaining records and actively managing 
your herbicide operations you will develop a local 
knowledge regarding what rates your areas and weeds 
require for a good herbicide operation (rates based on 
Mamba 360sl).

SPRAY EQUIPMENT
Remember always use 
according to the label on 
the herbicide and follow the 
operating instructions that 
come with the equipment.

There are many ways to apply herbicides. We will 
however, in this guideline, concentrate on the knapsack 
sprayer method. This basic spraying system consists 
of a knapsack and a nozzle:

The Knapsack:
 A tank with a lid and sieve. A gauge is normally 
 molded into the side to indicate the level of mix. 
 Inside the tank is the pump mechanism, mostly 
 either a piston or diaphragm type.
 A handle to work the pump.
 A hose leading from the tank/pump to the lance. 
 The lance - with a trigger, which controls the flow 
 of mix down the tube and a tube, which carries 
 the mix to the nozzle.

Diagram of a typical knapsack spray unit.

Weed type   Rate per ha.     Comments

Perennial   4–6 lt/ha        Below 60cm in height, 
broadleaves    not regrowth

Annual     2-4 lt/ha Before weed gets woody 
broadleaves   stem.

Grasses    4-6 lt/ha Actively growing before 
     any leaf dieback

Sedges    6-8 lt/ha At flowering stage
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The Nozzle:

There are many types of nozzles for different 
applications, for general line or blanket spraying we 
will use a flat fan nozzle. The width of the fan pattern 
depends on the specific nozzle – the one recommended 
for pre-plant spraying is a red flat fan, which has a 
1.8m width.  The nozzle must be kept clean and cared 
for. It must not be cleaned with any sharp or abrasive 
material or wire. The size of the hole is vital to its 
spraying pattern and volume output.

SAFETY RULES
 Always adhere to the instructions on the herbicide 
 label. The label gives application and safety 
 information.
 Always have soap and water available. This is 
 used in case of accidental exposure to the herbicide 
 and to wash hands before eating or smoking.
 Always consider the weather conditions.
 Always consider the terrain conditions.
 Always keep the nozzle at the correct height for 
 the application: 0.5 meters is optimal.
 Always ensure that the equipment and safety 
 clothing is in good condition and in working order: 
 especially look for any leaks and sort them out.
 Only allow trained personnel to spray herbicides. 
 The Supervisor must have attended an SPGS 
 herbicide course.
 Ensure the low pressure setting is selected, (where 
 applicable), for knapsack herbicide use (high 
 pressure is used for pesticides and will increase 
 drift).

The People:
Last but not least are the people that are going to 
operate the equipment and apply the herbicide. It is 
these people that will make the application successful 
or not. They therefore need to be trained properly and 
supervised correctly. They need to work as a team 
and as they get experience they will learn together as 
a team. This experience is invaluable and if you have 
a high turnover of people it gets lost and mistakes 
happen. Incentives to encourage this team to apply 
the herbicide effectively and correctly should be 
considered. Some areas where performance can be 
measured are:

 Effectiveness: were the weeds killed? Remember 
 you will only be able to judge this after 2 to 3 
 weeks. If the work was not effective you will have 
 to return and weed again sooner than you should. 
 That costs you money.
 Was there any damage to my trees? Again you will  
 only be able to judge this after 2 to 3 weeks. 

 Damage to your trees reduces their  performance 
 or even kills them.
 Was the correct amount of herbicide applied per  
 ha? Here you will look at effectiveness and your 
 stock records. Too much and your money is being 
 wasted, to little and your effectiveness is reduced.
 Production: did they do the area required? Here 
 you would use your daily work records. You have 
 an amount of area that needs to be sprayed in a 
 limited time, if the work is not done in a productive 
 manner you will not get it done in time.

CALIBRATION AND MIXING
Why do we calibrate?
Calibration is essential to determine how much 
chemical and how much total solution to spray onto 
the target weed to achieve the desired control. 
Calibration is necessary because knapsack sprayers 
have different characteristics and different nozzles 
have different outputs. We have to know how much 
the specific sprayer and nozzle is pushing out in 
order to get the correct amount of chemical onto the 
target weeds. Walking speeds also vary according to 
personnel and terrain. 

Another reason is that Glyphosate requires a minimum 
amount of water to be applied (about 250 lts per ha). 
If we mix with too little water, perhaps because it is 
flat and everyone is walking fast. It may mean that 
even though enough herbicide is being applied it 
may be that not enough water is. In cases like this 
the people will have to slow down. We can only know 
when we calibrate.

Calibration method:
NB. Please refer to annexure A:
1. First work out how much mix is 
 being sprayed out over a known area. 
 We  mark off a measured area, normally 50 
 or 100 meters.We also measure out the 
 spray width that the nozzle has when held at the 
 correct height. With these to we can work out the 
 area (length x breadth).
2. We  now  measure the time it takes to 
 cover this distance by timing the person. 
 Please note that it is important that the 
 walking conditions should be similar to 
 those which will be encountered during the actual 
 spraying operation. For example a person 
 will walk slower on a steep, rocky area 
 than on a flat, clear area.When  the  conditions 
 change a re-calibration should be done.
3. We now spray out the mix for the time calculated 
 in step 2, into a measuring container to work out 
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 how much mix gets sprayed onto the measured 
 area.
4. Now we can put these figures into the formulae 
 to figure out how much mix will be sprayed onto a 
 hectare and also how many knapsacks full will it 
 take to spray a hectare. This is needed in order 
 to put the correct amount of Glyphosate into each 
 knapsack every time it is refilled.

Mixing:

Because the Glyphosate biodegrades over time we need 
to only mix what we are going to use immediately. Fill 
up the knapsack spray-tank to the half way mark. 
Add the correct amount of Glyphosate (as determined 
from the calibration exercise). Continue filling the 
tank to the full mark. 
Always add the herbicide and water through the sieve 
at the top. Tighten the lid.  Only a person trained 
to do so and wearing the correct protective clothing 
should handle the Glyphosate concentrate.

Common calibration problems are as follows:
 Some sprayers walking too fast (thereby not putting 
 sufficient solution on the target weeds).
 Nozzles held too low (thereby not achieving 
 the correct spray pattern and leading to some 
 areas being unsprayed).
 Sprayers not following the correct line(s) 
 – causing some areas to get missed and some 
 areas to receive double doses).
 Waving of the lances causing spots to be missed and 
 possible drift onto the trees.

 STOCK CONTROL
All stock entering the store, be it new stock or unused 
Glyphosate returning from field, and stock issued 
from the store must be registered in a Herbicide 
Register. The number of containers received must 
also be indicated.

Stock issued and used must be reconciled to the area 
and site sprayed (see Annex. B).
All empty containers must be returned to the store 
and logged in the register. It must also be punctured 
to render it useless immediately.

Disposal of used containers.

When enough empty and punctured containers have 
accumulated they must be thrown into a pit. The store 
man must cover his mouth and nose with a particle 
mask or by other effective means. After checking that 
the smoke will not blow into any inhabited area or 
where there may be a fire danger, he will set light to 
the empty containers. Once the fire has burnt out he 
will cover the molten containers with a thin layer of 
soil.  He will record how many containers were burnt 
and the date on which he did so.

KEY CHECK POINTS FOR SUCCESSFUL AND 
SAFE USE OF GLYPHOSATE.

1. Buy only good quality knapsacks which have 
 spare parts available in country.
2. Ensure the correct nozzles are used for the job in 
 hand.
3. Read the herbicide label carefully.
4. Identify the target weed (s).
5. Time the operation so that the target weed is 
 at the right stage of development for cost-effective 
 treatment.
6. If pre plant spraying, time the operation so the 
 spraying operation is carried out as close as 
 possible to when the site will be planted.
7. Calibrate equipment and spend time training a 
 spray-team. 
8. Spray operators must wear overall, gumboots 
 and other appropriate protective gear at all 
 times.
9. The knapsack sprayers must be regularly 
 inspected for leaks and to ensure that they are 
 in good working order.
10. Spraying must only be carried out under 
 favourable weather conditions.
11. Spray operators must be provided with clean 
 water and soap for washing with on site. 
12. The herbicide containers must be 
 properly (and securely) stored and empty ones 
 punctured and disposed of properly to avoid re- 
 use.  
13. Any undesirable effects observed during or after 
 the application of herbicide should be 
 mitigated.
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In order to calibrate our knapsack we need to work out how much water they will apply per hectare and how many 
knapsacks full of water will be needed to do that. Things that affect or change this are:
1- Terrain. 2- Walking speed. 3- Pressure.  4- Nozzles.

 WHAT YOU WILL NEED IS:
 A stopwatch or method for measuring the time in seconds
 A measuring cylinder
 A knapsack of the same type with the same nozzle as you will be using.
 A bucket. 
 A long tape measure (preferably 50m).
 A calculator.

HERE IS HOW WE DO THE CALIBRATION
 Step 1
 We need to work out what the area of the test (calibration) plot is. We do this by multiplying the length by the 
 breadth. Plot length by the width of the spray (swath).
 Step 2
 Now that we know how big the plot is we can work out how many of these plots would fit into one 
 hectare.
 A hectare is 10,000 m2 so we divide our plot area into that.
 Step 3
 Now that we know how many plots will  cover a hectare we must work out how much water we   put on to 
 our  plot. We do that by timing how long it takes to spray the plot (in the conditions you will be spraying 
 so that the walking speed is as close as it will be when doing you are actually spraying). Once we have the 
 time we measure into a measuring jug the amount of water that would be sprayed in that time( Pumping 
 at the speed you will be when doing the actual  spraying). This will give you the volume you would have 
 applied onto the plot. You will need to convert this volume to litres if it isn’t in litres already.
 Step 4
 Now we multiply this volume by how many plots will be in a hectare and we have how many litres of water 
 will have been applied per ha. This will help you to make sure that you have enough water on site to spray 
 the area.
 Step 5
 To work out how many knapsacks full this would be we simply divide the total volume per hectare by the 
 size of the knapsack. This would normally be 16 or 20 litres.
 Step 6
 To work out the amount of Glyphosate that needs to be mixed into each knapsack when spraying in order 
 to apply the correct dosage per hectare we divide the recommended rate by the number of knapsacks full 
 required per ha.

Here is an example;
1. 50m (length) X 2m (spray swath/ width) = 100 m2 test plot.
2. 10,000/100 = 100 test plots per ha.
3. We will pretend that it took 90 seconds to spray our test plot and that 2800ml was applied. (2.8 litres)
4. 2.8 litres X 100 test plots = 280 litres per ha.
5. In this case we have a 16 litre knapsack so 280/16 = 17.5 knapsacks per ha which we will round down to 
 17.
6. So if our recommended rate were 5 litres of Glyphosate per ha it would be 5/17 = 0.29 litres of Glyphosate per 
 knapsack.

ANNEX A

HERBICIDE CALIBRATION
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Date Opening 
Stock

Issued Balance Mixture Application 
Method

Destination 
(Comp no)

Usage Per Ha

Balance 
C/0 

ANNEX C
FARM or SECTION: GLYPHOSATE REQUIREMENTS for 20……. SITUATION:

Block No. Total Area 
Ha.

Area to be 
Treated Ha.

Rate l/ha Total
l Req.

Spraying 
L a b o u r :  
Man-days

W a t e r 
Required 
Daily

Date for 
Treatment

Problem ? Est. Cost/ 
P l a n t e d 
Ha.

ACTUAL PERFORMANCE AND COSTS

l Used Man-days Total Cost Cost per Planted

             

     

ANNEX B
CHEMICAL STORE REGISTER


